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ABSTRACT 
We present a simple proof of Burnside’s theorem using techniques from elemen- 
tary linear algebra. 
Burnside ‘s theorem states that an operator algebra on a finite-dimensional 
vector space with no nontrivial invariant subspaces must be the algebra of all 
operators. Several distinct proofs are known; see [4], [S], and [3]. The proof 
we present below is quite different from any of these, and the technique used 
may be of some interest. 
We will need some notation and definitions. Throughout this paper, V 
will be a finite-dimensional vector space over an algebraically closed field, and 
L(V) the algebra of all linear operators on V. If T E L( V ), then a(T) will 
denote the set of eigenvalues of T. If F c L(V), then Lat F is the lattice of all 
invariant subspaces of F. We call F transitive if Lat F = { {0}, V }. By V(“) 
we mean the direct sum of n copies of V. For T E L(V), T(“) is the operator 
on V(“) defined by T(“‘(x,, x2 ,..., xn)=(Txl,Tx2 ,..., TX,), and F(“)= 
{T(“) : T E F}. If M is a subspace of V(“), the i th kernel of M is the 
collection of all vectors in M whose ith coordinate is 0. Note that if 
M E Lat T(“‘, then the ith kernel of M is invariant under T(“) and essentially 
an element of Lat T(“-l). If F(")c L(V(“)), and if M E Lat F(“‘, then (as in 
[S]) M is an invariant graph subspace ofF(“) on the i th coordinate if M has 
the form 
M= {(T,x,T,x ,..., T~_+x,T~+~~ ,..., T,+~GD} 
for some subspace D of V and for linear transformations Tj with domain D 
and range contained in V. The Tj’s will be called graph transfmations for F. 
If U and W are subspaces of V, we use U V W for the span of U and W. 
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Note that if M is an invariant subspace of F(“), then M is a graph 
subspace on the ith coordinate if and only if the ith kernel is {0}, i.e. if and 
only if the i th coordinate of a vector determines the vector. Note also that 
graph transformations for F are exactly those transformations whose domains 
are in Lat F and which commute with every operator in F. In particular, if T 
is a graph transformation, so is T - h for any scalar X. 
We begin with two well-known lemmas. The first is valid in any Hilbert 
space-a proof for the infinite-dimensional case can be found in [5]. 
LEMMA 1. Let .d be a subalgebra of L(V). Then 
.&= {B:Lat& (“)CLatB(“) foralln}. 
Proof. Let e,, es,. . . , e,, be a basis for V, and let 
M={(Ae,,Ae, ,..., Ae,,,):AE&‘}. 
Since M E Lat s?(~), M E Lat B(“‘). In particular, (Be,, . . . , Be,,,) E M. Hence, 
there is an operator A in .JZ’ such that 
(Ae,,Ae,,..., Ae,,)=(Be,,Be,,...,Be,,,); 
so BE&‘. n 
LEMMA 2. If d is a transitive subalgebra of L(V), then every graph 
transformation for d is a scalar. 
Proof. If T is a graph transformation for -01, choose any X E a(T). The 
nullspace of T - X is invariant under .sl, so it must be V. n 
THEOREM (Burnside’s theorem). Zf d is a transitive subalgebra of L( V), 
then .d’ = L(V). 
Proof, Let B E L(V). We must show that B E d. By Lemma 1, it 
suffices to show that Lat .s&‘(“) C Lat B cn) for every n. We will be done if we 
can show that every invariant subspace of XZ’(“’ is spanned by invariant 
graph subspaces; for then, by Lemma 2, every graph transformation for SJ’ is 
a scalar, so every invariant graph subspace of ~2~“) is invariant under B(“) 
for all 72. 
BURNSIDE’S THEOREM 
Let M E Lat .zZ(“‘. We will show by induction on n that M is spanned by 
invariant graph subspaces. For n = 1 there is nothing to prove. So assume that 
for k = 1,2,..., n - 1, Lat d(k) consists of spans of invariant graph subspaces 
and that M E Lat d(n). 
Let Ki be the ith kernel of M. If Ki = (0) for some i, then M is a graph 
on the ith coordinate, and we are done. If no Ki is {0}, it suffices to show 
that M = V:,,K,; for in that case, since each K, is essentially an invariant 
subspace of &((“-‘), each K i is a span of invariant graph subspaces by the 
inductive hypothesis. 
Let x=(x,,xa,..., x,) be in M. The projection of K 2 onto some coordi- 
nate subspace is not {0}, since K, is not {O}. Suppose that the j th coordinate 
projection of K, is Mj with Mj # (0). Then Mj E Lat &“, so Mj = V. Thus, 
there is a vector k in K, whose j th coordinate is x j; i.e. 
x-kEKj and x=(x-k)+k, 
and x is in the span of K, and Kj. Thus, M is the span of the Ki’s, and the 
proof is complete. n 
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